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f t is no secret that the real estate industry has undergone dramatic

I changes, and is Iikely h continue changing. Rapid consolidation
I within the industry, an evolution in occupants' re'al estate needs,
and many other factors are catalvzing the change. Such factors are
driving real estate executives towards taking a more'strategic - and
fluid - competitive stance with their companies.

The future competitive environment is uncertain, but a real estate
executive can take steps to better understand it. The organization itself
can be designed to serve the uncertain future needs of customers by
structuring it around core competencies.

HOW DO YOU DEFINE YOUR FIRM'S MARKET SEGMENT?
The real estate industry as a u'hole is too diverse and fragmented to be
considered a single industry. Real estate firms have hisbrically oper-
ated on a local scale and have only in the recent past become focused on
operating in a more expanded lvay. Re'al estate firms compete in
different parts of the industry or different parts of the globe. As an
example, firms that manage corporate facilities do not compete with real
estate opportunitv funds.

Real estate activities are primarily differentiated by:
t the primary expertise needed for the function (real estate oPerations

vs. finance), and
. customer focus (occupants vs. investors).

Using these as the axes, various types of real estate company activities
can be mapped out as in Exhibit 1.
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Each activity can be a potential area of competition
between firms, but many companies compete in
more than one area. As an example, Jones Lang
LaSalle and CB Richard Ellis offer a wide range of
real estate services for a diverse group of clients
cover almost the entire map. Conversely, Commer-
cial Net Lease Realty, a firm that specializcs in
freestanding net leased retail, offt'rs services to a
small segment of the overall industry.

Using such a visual helps a firm understand its
market position vis-i-vis other real estate compa-
nies. Benchmarking and best practice assessments
allow you to improve your company's efficiency in
the competitive environment. However, most envi-
ronments define the landscape that currently exists,
and most benchmarking compares your perfor-
mance to that of existing competitors. When the
competitive environment changes as rapidly as it
does today, you can find yourself being a very
efficient buggy-whip manufacturer in an automo-
bile-driven society. While more difficult to do, com-
petitive environments of future business spaces
(which may not even currently exist) should also be
developed.

Some companies appear to have an uncanny knack
for successfully entering new competitive busi-
ness spaces, even when they don't appear to be
directly related to existing lines of business. Such
business spaces may not even appear on the com-
pctitivc landscape. These companies are "shape-
shifters."' They analyze changes in the market-
place in unique ways, and build profit centers
around opportunities that others might not de-
tect.

The competitive question therefore goes deeper. It
depends on understanding what value you bring
to your customers, and how vour company can

Exhibit 2

provide nelv or better value as opportunities and
customer needs change. As a result, you can lead
the market rather than mimicking the success of
others. Even the best mimic is always a step or two
behind the leader.

WHAT VALUE DO YOU PROVIDE TO
CUSTOMERS?
The main value that a real estate asset has to an
investor is in providing sufficient financial returns
to make the asset a bettcr investment than other
opportunities. Since the future is uncertain, the
risks involved with achieving the projected returns
must also be acceptable at both the asset and port-
folio levels.

Ideally, each activitv performed bv investor-ori-
e,nted real estate companies provides some value
towards reaching these two goals. For instance, the
first three activities in fxlribil2 provide the value of
the empty building plus the initial cost of the Iand.
This could be broken down further as needed; for
example, as the land's value rises when it is re-
zoned.

In the first four steps, the value rise's as investment
risk drops because the future cash flows become
known with more certainty. Only in the final activ-
ity, "Manage Property and Collect Lease Payments,"
is the promised value (the cash flows) actually
delivered.

The final activity is where real estate occupants
and investors actually receive value from the real
estate. In the end, the value you provide investors
(your customers) is based on the income derived
from occupants (your customers' customers). The
value you provide occupants is more complex since
it is based on their business needs, which may
vary.r

Making better uses of the'foundation of the ap-
praisalpractice, specifically in the income approach,
can result in more confident buy/sell decisions.
Benchmarks, already available to the appraisal pro-
fession, can provide the support appraisers and
analysts need to make sound investment recom-
mendations. Real estate analysts must also rely on
thtir own instincts backed $,ith plentiful, support-
ive data. With an economic, financial, and real
estate downturn lurking on the horizon, the tools
presented in this manuscript are not only beneficial,
but necessary, in making valuation and investment
decisions.*r,r,
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basis but reflective of a typical property forecast
with a discount rate and terminal capitalization rate
appropriate in today's market. Once the consultant
has completed the valuation of the property via the
DCF method (this assumes that the value has been
reconciled to the other approaches to value and the
DCF conclusion is deemed appropriate), the finan-
cial rates, growth rates, capital expenditure levels,
and value attribution can be calculated for the
prop!'rty. In addition, the consultant needs to re-
vierv the relationship of the discount rate, cash flow
rate, and growth of rate of both the cash flon, and
value. This relationship was well covered in an
article by D. Richard Wincott, CRE, et. al. entitled
Cnpit aliznl ion Rrit.s, Dis.oi{,rt Rates and Rensonaltlt-
,lcss. The authors of the article point out that the old
equation of "yield = overall capitalization rate plus
the income growth rate" is misunderstood and
misused.; The authors would agree with this con-
clusion in the article. The yield relationship analysis
has to be based on the cash flow rate plus the CF
growth rate, but adjusted for differences between
the growth in the cash flow and value components
and timing elements of each component.

As we discussed earlier, to assess the reasonable-
ness of a property's financial characteristics, the
consultant must base the analysis on the property's
financial information against some type of bench-
mark or a proprietary database, or a combination
thereof. For our analysis, n e have again utilized the
NCREIF index (emphasizing the data from 1994
through 2000), comparative data from similarprop-
erties, and RERC's survey. The authors feel the
combination of these data best represent financial
characteristics of a property in today's maturing
real estate market.

Eri,il,it 5 presents a financial benchmark analysis of
key implicit earning characteristics for an example
subject property as derived from the DCF analysis
shown in Exlllbit 4. As demonstrated in this exhibit,
there are many explicit assumptions made regard-
ing growth and rate of return that do translate
equally to the cash flow analysis, which is a result
of contract leases having specified terms that do not
parallel growth assumptions. These results in the
relationships of return (going-in OAR, cash flow
rate, and terminal rate) are being altered to mirror
the uneven changes in the cash flow forecast. Er-
llibil 5 provides comments regarding the subject's
financial earning characteristics. The conclusion
for this particular example is that there is generallv
internal consistency amonfJ the implicit assump-
tions and they are consistent with the benchmark.

The only way to fully urlderstafld

and appreciate the risk of a prcperty is to

delae into afl analysis that is similar in
noture to zuhat is presented in this

,nanusctipt-a rigorous finaflcial analysis

of the cash flozos, and a isk management

dnalysis. This analysis needs to be done by

those that tn y understand the mecha cs

of a cash flozo, anil haoe a financial
training in rate interyretatiotr.

Civen the expectations for the future economic and
realestate €'nvirons, an investor can determine which
properties within a portfolio are solid performers
and which properties are at risk. In this case, an
investor with proper portfolio alignment may choose.
to sell this asset. An entire report can be written
exploring the' implications of the analysis. It would
be unreasonable to ask a reader to endure such an
analysis within a manuscript of this nature. It does,
howtver, providt'the reader with constructs to re-
e.xamine the DCF value conclusion, and assess the
relative performance of the subject to a benchmark.

CONCLUSION
Clcarly the focus of real estate analysts have swaved
from this real estate bull market-regrettably, the
market is turning to an uncomfortable, maturing
market equilibrium. We are clearly past the no-
brainer phase of simply buying targeted assets to fill
up portfolios. Tactical decisions regarding which
assets have the best risk-ad,usted prospects for the
future are the decisions to be made in this new
market order. Theonlywayto fullyunderstand and
appreciate the risk of a property is to delve into an
analysis that is similar in nature to what is pre-
sentcd in this manuscript-a rigorous financial
analysis of the cash flows, and a risk management
analysis- This analysis needs to be done by those
that truly understand the mechanics of a cash flow,
and have a financial training in rate interpretation.
To borrow once again from the footnotes of thc'
manuscript Tlrt, Craasknntlt Legncy, "if you can't buy
the assumptions as presented, you cannot afford
the real estate product about which those assump-
tions were made, no matter horv good the site and
attractive the building. Specifically, Graaskamp
wanted to see a Iine-by-line defense of the income,
expense, and capital items in a discounted cash
flow analysis.""

Exhibit 3

A "value chain analysis" is a more formal analysis
than the simplified approach lust discussed. It is
similar in purpose because it disaggregates a busi-
ness into its value activities to undtrstand such
things as the behavior of costs compare'd to value,
and the existing and potential sources of differen-
tiation (scc Exhibit 3). Although too detailed to in-
clude in this manuscript, learning how to perform
the analysis can be o[ bene{it when exanrining your
own and other companies' product and service
delivery activities.r

HOW ARE CORE COMPETENCIES USED
TO CREATE VALUE?
Core competencies enable an organization to e'xcel
at the various activities it doe's to providc. value.
They are also wltat will t'n,rblc,rn ()rg,rnizali()n t()

adapt to changes in existing value chains, or to
conquer new ones in the future.

According to Prahalad and Hamel{, the core com-
petencies of a company are the real roots of its
competitive advantage. I'roducts and markets
change over time, but competencies are the basic
building blocks for evervthing the company under-
takes.

Viewing the corporation in terms of core competen-
cies is quite different from viewing it in terms of

business units. Business units are an organizational
structure geared towards producing products or
services according to a specific set of delivery activi-
ties. They are less fluid, and in fact can be at odds
with the successful use of core competencies if they
hinder the competencies' m()vemcnt ivithin a com-

Pany.

Core competencies result in the ability to produce a
set of core business products that provide value to
customers. Core business products for a real estate
company include the areas outlined in Erhibit 1

such as service provider, principal, investment
banker, etc. (Most companies, of course, define
their business products more' specifically than in
this generic example.)

Ultimately, the value tocustomers impacts the price
you can charge for a product or se.rvice. ln some
market spaces, prices may be driven almost entirely
by value to customers rather than by competition.
This is particularly true in new or quickly changing
market spaces.

HOW DOES A REAL ESTATE COMPANY
IDENTIFY ITS CORE COMPETENCIES?
Real estate companies retluire manv competencies
to operate, but $,hat makes a competency "core"?
First, a core competencv should significantlv

Occupants' Value Chain Activities &
Their Real Estate Implications

Souftp\: Poner (Valu? Clnol). R ltu tlDryli tkDtr)

Fofms lnlfastfucture.' Place location and space attributes larqely influence effectiveness of
administrative support f unctions & operations

Human Besources Management: Strategic decisions concerning place & space have protound
implications for w0rk experiences, & can represent a primary corporate real estate strategy

Technology:
internalto value

oecisions concerning location, and space conligurations conducive to innovate work are
additivity s0ught via technology development

Procurement: Ambiance of space can influence implemenlati0n oI procurement activities

lnbound
Logistics:
Accessibility and

relationships to

supplier locations

0perations:
Efficient

functional

workspace;

access to

workforce

0uthound
Logistics:
Access to

transportation to

reach distribution

system

Marketingl
Sa/es.'Reat
estate serves

promotion &

advertising

purposes; direct

selling environments

Service:
Customer

convenience &
access to

service facilaties

and service

team
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contribute to the benefits a customer gets from the
end product or service. iones Lang LaSalle has a
stron8 finance, tax, and accounting competency
that is essential in advising corporate clients on
structuring the ownership of the real estate they
occupy in order t() manage the balance sheet and
P&L impacts on the company.

ldeally, .r core competL'r.lcy is difficult for competi-
tors to imitate. CB Richarcl Ellis has invested some
research funding and time to develop their knowl-
edge of commercially-available real estate software
applications. Their competitive position is enhanced
by this knowledge base'. It can be made more
defensible by continuing to build it and develop a

market image around it. However, with software
quickly evolving and competitive cooperation be-
tween real estate firms growing in the area of tech-
nology, this may become a difficult way for CB
Richard Ellis to differentiate itself.

Finally, a core competency should provide poten-
tial access to various products or markets. Why is
Johnson Controls even in the facilities management
business? Because its core competency in building
systems gave them a competitive edge in building
operations and maintenance, particularly in com-
plex technical environments such as the Kennedy
Space Center. The broader facility management
competency grew from there.

Ultimately, a company's competitive advantage
often relies on those thinSs that it does better than
other companies.

The lesson to be learned is exactly what your par-
ents told you as a child: If you're going to do
something, do it well. A company can achieve
success as a boutique firm known for one or two
core competencies. [t can be a large player with
many competencies. Players who don't particularly
excel at anything are the ones most likely to be
squeezed out in the long run. You compete on your
strengths, not your mediocrity.

COMPETING ON YOUR CORE COMPETENCIES
Based on the definition of competing on your core
competency, thre.e e'xamples are discussed based
on the concept of rt,fining an existing core compe-
tency, evolving core competency to meet your cus-
tomers needs, and evolving your core competency
to meet the changing trends.

Refining An Existing Core Competency
Some companies successfully follow a strategy

Today, your toughest future
corflpetitors are thiflking through fwo

cnrcial questions: "What oalue zuill
,nv companv proaide our custofiefs?"

and "What products or seruices will
loe be capable of producing to proz:ide

that aalue?" Deliueing aalue is key ta

bringing that future aision into focus.
Core competencies are key to

del ia ering th at z: alu e.

of "sticking h what they're known for." Cushman
Realty Corporation is an example of a real estate
services firm that is focused on representing ten-
ants in lease transactions. While the firm does offer
other related services, tenant representation is gen-
erally acknou,ledged as the core competency of the
firm. The general view from the street is that the
firm's focus is not to add additional servicelines but
to continue to refine its core competencyby impror-
ing its client value.

Euolaitg to Meet Your Customer Needs
Although it's outside of the real estate industry,

Ryder Transportation Services provides a good ex-
ample of e.volution. Ryder exemplifies a company
that is divesting its non-core businesses and build-
inB its strntL'gic c(,rc competcncies.

The company states that it has three competi
tive priorities, which are "to help businesses im-
prove custome'r service, reduce inventory, and speed
products to market." Ryder's core competencies are
global integrated Iogistics, truck leasing and rental,
and public transportation services. Ryder Integrated
Logistics is the largest third-party logistics com-
pany in the U.S.

Ryder has continually disposed of businesses
that were once core to the company (such as Ryder
Freight Systems) and acquired or developed busi-
nesses it sees as necessary core competencies (such
as LogiCorp, a logistics management company). It
establishc.d a strategic logistics and technology re-
Iationship with Andersen Consulting and IBM Glo-
bal Services. As a result, its supply chain manage-
ment system has grown dramatically in the last 10

years to equal approximately 1/3 of Ryder's rev-
enues. Ryder's strategy is a major shift away from
commodity services such as hauling freight into
higher value-addin6; services.

Exhibit 5
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AMB's view is that supply chain management
in the new economy stresses speed and cfficiency,
not storage. The retail business is transforming
from the tradition storefront kr the. distribution
focus of e-commerce. Tht'y understand the dynam-
ics of transport and logistics, and can deliver na-
tionwide facilities solutions to customers.

They are expanding efforts in this area, both
through the redeployment of capital from existing
assets and by exiting smaller markets, to further
concentrate their holdings in hub distribution mar-
kets.

In this case, AMB has made the decision to
migrate from traditional retail oriented real estate
to e-commerce focused retailing. They have seized
an opportunity adapt their core competency to

Exhibit 4

meet the needs of the changing real estate industry
landscape.

HOW DO CURRENT TRENDS IMPACT
THE CORE COMPETENCIES REAL ESTATE
COMPANIES WILL NEED?
Many factors arc impacting the real estate industrv
todav. Some tl,e've'seen before, such as economic
cycles and capital availability. Some are nen,, for
example in the "r,irtual rvorld" retail economv wherc'
certain occupants mav ask, "Why do I even neecl
real estate?" Bv looking at these trends in terms of
their impacts - particularly impacts to value chains
- companie's can gain important clues as to which
compctcncics.rrc cor( to their future success.

As already noted, e-commerce is one such trend. By
listing its ovc.rall impacts and then brainstorming
and analyzing how they affect real estate-related
value chains, you can start seeing what types of
competencies companies may need in the future.
Such a chart (see Ellribil.l for a partial chart) creates
a laundry list of competencies that might be appro-
priate to devekrp, depending on the firm's market
segment and strategy.

As with e-commerce, other trends can be exam-
ined in the same manner for their competency

Some Competency Implications of
Real Estate Occupants' Move into E-Commerce

Ol'erall Im acts Real Estate Im acts Com tcn \eeds
. Product sales moving from rctail

space to virtual space

. Impact on retailers'value chain
to their customers resulting in:

. More emphasis on
"entertainment experience"
and less on eflicient product
delivery

. Logistics needs of increased
direct product delivery

. Tenant due diligence

. Logistics and distribution
facilities

. Entertainment facilities

. Radically changing industry
economics impacts differ by
industry but overall trcnds <lf

. Lou,er margins

. Disaggregation ofvaluc chain

. More cost-consciousness of
items not adding value to end
customer (including rcal cstatc)

. More focus on core activitics
and Iess on non-core (such as

sclf-managing corporate real

estate)

Knowledge of technology's
impact on tenants' industries

Micro and macro economics

Outsourcing capabilities
(various types)
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Eaolaing To Meet The Changitg Trends
AMB Property Corporation vicws itself as a

proactive operating company. The firm has recog-
nized the potential impact that the advent of the
Internet, iust-in-time inventory management, and
e-commerce could have on retail properties. AMB
has sold the maiority of its retail centers and refo-
cused its efforts on High Throughput Distribu-
tionrrr facilities.



implications. Such trends miBht include:

a broader adoption of e-commerce by the real
estate industry itself
the trend toward corporate disposition of real
estate ownership
real estate company mergers
shifting demand patterns as baby boomers and
echo boomers age
the long-term, mature U.S. economic boom
the lowering of trade barriers

The core competency impacts of these trends
cover a wide gamut, for there is no map;ical "stan-
dard set" of core competencies that a real estate
company will need. It depends on who your
customers are, and how you will need to provide
them value.

HOW DOES A COMPANY STRATEGICALLY
MANAGE ITS CORE COMPETENCIES?
How do you implement? In this case, therc is a

three-step sequence to develop your ()!1,n core com-
pctency strategy. To be effectivc, each of the three
steps requires quite a bit of work - investigation,
analysis, and planning. The sequcnce itself is quite
simple.

Sfep 1; Understand what valut you currently
bring to your customers. Examine thc value you
provide to investors, vour building occupants, any
customers of theirs that vou significantlv impact,
even for yourself and the other orvners of your
privately-held company. Examine and understand
what your current core competencies are across the
activities you perform to deliver that value.

Sfep 2r Determine what types of value your
company sftorld provide in the future. This involves
researching and developing your ideas on future
customer needs and competitive trends. Under-
stand which types of value your company could
potentialiy impact based on current core competen-
cies as well as those vou might acquire. Especially
important; some creative thinking on neu, ways to
deliver value, particularly if they can replace exist-
ing ways of doing things.

Step 3; Planning and communication are cru-
cial. How will you acquire the competencies and
enter the markets you'll need in the future? You
might buy, build, hire, or take on strategic partners.
How will you communicate your intent internally,
to the capital markets, to customers, and to competi-
tors?

Today, your toughest future competitors are think-
ing through two crucial questions: "What value
will my company provide our customers?" and
"What products or services will we be capable of
producing to provide that value?" Delivering value
is key to bringing that future vision into focus. Core
competencies are key to delivering that value.Rr*
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limitations. However, used in the right context it
can provide financial benchmarking capabilities. A
review of Ethibit l illustrates the concern some
participants have with the index, specifically with
total returns. A total return for real estate of 9.73
percent for a 20-year plus period does not seem to be

a correct proxy for forecasting a total return for real
estate. The consultant needs to complete a review of
various historical time frames of the NPI and make
a determination of rvhich period appears to be a
better basis for normalized trends. Generallv, it is
believed that if there'is enough historical data it rl'ill
predict the future. Simply put, the future will reflect
the past. This may bt. an incorrect assumption. Look
at the stock marke't pt'rformance'over the past seven
years. Historical stock returns dating back to the
1930s did not predict thc volatility of NASDAQ. It
is up to the consultant to assess the quality of data

and determine the usefulness of the time serics.
Erlli&il2 shows the same real estate financial factors
as derived from NPI for seven periods. Our assess-

ment of these various time frames suggests that the
period of 1994 through 2000 reflects financial fac-
tors that are relevant to our analysis (srt Ethibit 3).

The purpose of this manuscript is not to complete a

dissertation on the use of NPI and the appropriate
time periods. Rather, as n'ill be demonstrated, the
authors' assumption is that this data can sc'rve as a

useful tool to assess the consistency of the implied
financial attributes of a property.

Exhibil 4 is an example cash flow forecast and
valuation conclusion via the discounted cash flow
method, which will serve as the basis to complete a

financial benchmark analysis of the subject prop-
erty. The cash flow forecast wasdone on a simplified
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